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1. Introduction: 
As a sequel to the January 9 meeting of the Mid-West Technical 
Group. Dr. Kerst suggested that it would be desirable to record 
equations which have been used 1n discussion of space-oharge 
effects and to exhibit some of the grave consequences suggested 
by use of these equations. The present ~eport 1s in compliance 
with this suggestion, but is written with the following reservations 
in mind. 
(1) Concentration of attent10n on spaoe-charge efrects, which 
will be most prominent at low energy, should not cause one to 
overlook other phenomena,l'~not read~ly analyzed. which may play 
important r61ea at injection. 
(i1) Analysis of spaoe-charge effects on the basis of an 
assumed form for the charge distribution may be seriously in 
error if the partioles of the group considered can execute oscilla-
tions which result 1n a distribution differing from that aasumed. j 
It 1s suggested, however, that application of the present 
formulas to a group of particles moving non-coherently will provide 
an approximate indication of dangerous values for design para-
meters. 
2. statement of Formulas: 
A. Effective Change of "n rt • Rudimentary Derivation--
For a beam of constant charge density ~ throughout a 
cross-sectional area of constant radius A , the total charge 2 1s 
q = (1T~2) (21tRo ) tJ 
- 2112 11.2 Rof ~ (1) 
where Ro represents the orbit radius. 
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The net defocusing electric and magnetic force experienced, as ~ 
a result of the space-charge, by a particle within the beam at a 
distance y from the axis, is 
2 
F s . c. : ~ (J0 - fl 0 v ) Yf 
= 2~ (1- p2) Yf 
o 
_ qe~1-,82)y. in "rationalized" (MKS) units. (2) 
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The focusing and defocusing forces produced by the magnetic field 
of the accelerator are 
F - n evBoy
Z - R or (3a)o 
(3b) 
with ET representing the total energy of the particle. 
The force indicated in equation (2) is thus equivalent to a 
reduction of n in the equation of axial motion, and an increase 
in n in the radial equation, by 
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If this analysis is accepted, it can be seen that the result or 
the space-charge 1s equivalent to effecting a translation of the 
operating point at right angles to the diagonal of the "neckt1e tt 
diagram. 
For comparison with similar results stated elsewhere, it is 
also of interest to write the associated. "current" 
1 =q (j9c/circumference) 
= (Eo/e) volts (_!y,3 (:T)3 .16nl amperes. (6) 
0600hms Ho 
B. Comparison with Previous Results --
Equation 15) 1s consistent with a non-relativistic result 
given by Kerst~ for a conventional betatron, if we identify 16nl 
with the limiting tolerance (l-n) for radial sta~111tY. Again 
in application to a oonventional synchrotron, Judd considers1"*" 
unequal radial and axial focusing and derives the aperture 
requirements for a beam of e111~tical cross-section. His results 
also agree with our equaglon (5) in the case n = l-n = 1/2 ='&n\ 
Similarly, J. P. Blewett has also considered an elliptical beam 
in a conventional betatron with n =3/4 and Ro = 0.833 Meter. 
Finally, Barden" originated the equation (5) in the form cited 
here and has suggested oonsidering ita application to an alternate-
gradient accelerator in terms of the permissible variation of n. 
/ 
c. Estimate of a Tolerable 16n' --
In apP11cation of equation (5) to an alternate-gradient acoeler-
ator, Barden7 originally suggested that one require 




where Ns represents the number of magnet sectors. This suggested limitation was possibly motivated by'the observation that the 
overall width of the necktie diagram, projected ont~ the nl or n2axis, corresponds approximately to '&nl = 0.03 Ns . Thus a 
variation of about the amount suggested by Barden would carry the. 
operation point from the diagonal almost half-way towards the 
edge of the stable region. -
In View, however, of the present ooncern about integral and 
half-integral resonances (as well as sum resonances), it appears 
more prudent to allow variations of n only within one of the 
small diamonds situated along the diagonal of the necktie diagram. 
Since the characteristic solutions for the particle trajectories 
4 
involve a factor exp(+1k) for traversal of a sector pair, the 
separation of integra! resonances corresponds' to 
21C or (8a)N 72 :Is
l~(cos k)l - 21181n k j (Bb) 
Ns /2 
s.imi1ar1y, movement from the center of a small d1alJlQQd, bounded 
by integral and half-integral resonances, half wayl~l towards 
the edge corresponds to 
Ihkl - 1r/4 or (9a)
Ns /2 ' 
'~(cos k)1 = (~/4) sin k . (9b)
Ns!2 
With the index n alt8rnating between and in sectors of equal length, 
':)Iff 1/2 21l'm1/2
cos k : cos ~lInl cosh __=-__ 
Ns 
(10) 
For variations such that bn,= -8m, and in the neighborhood of 
the diagonal, 
l [ 21£n1/ 2 21(01/2 21rn1/ 2 
&(oos k) = li2 cos N sinh N + sin N { n N S s s s 
cosh 2lfnl/21 + 1:. sin 21(nl/2 sinh 2~l/2t~~ . 
Ns J n Ns s (11) 
A conservative limit to the acceptable lSnl thus appears to be 
( (n1/ 2/2) sin klon'~ ---------~-.....:....-~~--------
I"'Mr n1/2 2« 1/2 21fn1/2 27rn1/2cos~~ sinh n + sin N cosh N + 
Ns Ns s s 
(n1/ 2/2) sin k 
s1n2rrn1/2 Sinh2~nl/2 ~ 
Ns Ns 
(bJTo afford some latitude for other· possible variations of the acceler-
ator characteristics, as would arise for e~ample from remanence. 
It may also be noted that, as J. B. Adamsl~ has pointed out, pa~~ 
with momentum different fr9m the equ11iQri.~m momentum are presented
with a d1fferent n value t' b n\ ~ no . AP/Po) . 
5 
Accordingly, near the center of the necktie where n1/ 2/Ns ~ 0.25, 
sin k ~ 1 and 
6 n 1/ 2/2 = 0.0919 n 1/ 2 = 0.0230 NsJ (13a)
t nl ~ cosh 1r/2 + (4!1rJ sinh 1t72 
similarly at an operation point for which n1/ 2/Ns ~ 0.1778, sin k 
~ 0.671 and 
(13b)'~nl~ 
The above criteria suggest J as a typical tolerance in an 
aocelerator with n 1n the range of 400 to 500, 
1~nl ~ 1.8. 
Livlngston9 appears to have considered a similar approach to 
the problem of estimating space-charge limitations. 
3. Numerical Results: 
In application of equation (5) to estimate the beam which can 
be held in an alternate-gradient synchrotron at the time of injection, 
two alternative view-points may be considered. If one considers 
that the injected beam spirals inward,lO,ll due to the rising 
magnetic field, equation (5) may be considered as giving the 
maximum charge per turn and ~ might be taken as one-half of the 
pitch required for the spiral to clear the lnflector comfortably;.(C) 
in this case the aoceptable injection ourrent 1s the limiting charge 
per turn divided by the period of revolution and the total charge 
is the charge per turn times the number of turns accepted. If, on 
the other hand, the details of the injection process are ignored, 
equation (5) might be regarded as giving the total possible charge, 
with d representing the useful semi-aperture of the accelerator, 
and the acceptable injection current would be this charge divided 
by the estimated duration of the useful injection interval. In 
either case, the expected useful beam from the accelerator will be 
no more than about one-half of that successfully, 1nJected J due to (for example) incomplete capture into the synchrotron phase. 
In estimating the manner in which the aoceptable injection 
currents will depend on injection energy, one must take account (in the non-relativistic case) of the energy dependence of the 
period of revolution. The bunching action of a R.F. linear 
accelerator has been su~~eited12 as aggravating the space-charge
effects, but it appears ~ 3 that a slight inherent energy
inhomogeneity suffices to smooth out the charge distribution 
within a distance less than one circumference. 
(c) Supposedly this pitch would be at least twice the beam radius 
plus the radial thickness of the deflecting electrode. 
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A numerical exa~~le of space-charge limitations has been 
given by J. Bo Adams in connection with~a proposed CERN 
accelerator design. Adams states his conclusions in terms of 
maximum current~ which is presumably i = q(~c/circumference). 
With n = 392 1 we expect I&~I~) 3 to carry the operating point to 
near the edge of a diamondo\d If, following Adams, we take 
~ = 0.4 cm-rthe radius of the injected beam), Ho = 8600 em, 
Kinetic Energy = 50 Mev, and p = O.3l4~ we find from equation (6)
that 
amperes 
constitutes a limiting current (for one-turn injection) similar to 
the 3 rna cited by Adams. 
We give below a table of permissible values, calculated () 
from equation (5)~ for a circular accelerator of 8650 em radius e 
and with the permissible lonl limited to 1.8. Kinetic 
energies for proton injection of 4 Mev and 50 Mev are considered. 
In addition, we first consider an injected beam of 0.3 cm radius, 
spiraling inward so that injection continues for six turns; secondly 
we consider a total beam of 4.0 cm radius~ without regard to the 
details of the injection processo It is noted that the estimated 
acceptable injection currents for 50 Mev injection are about 45 
times those for 4 Mev (proportional non-relativistically to the 
three-halves power of the kinetic energy). 
4. Conclusions: 
From the foregoing examples it is clear that space-charge may 
seriously limit the beam currents in certain of the accelerator 
designs presently under consideration. It is important~ therefore~ 
to be as certain as possible concerning the following polnts3(1) Is the conventional analysis presented here valid? 
(i1) Are the integral and half-integral resonances so important 
that space-charge should not be permitted to displace 
the operating point across such resonances,9 
(1ii)  If the present analysis is considered adequate, is it 
best to associate A with ~he radial width of the 
proposed injected beam,~~l with the pitch of the 
spirallOlll described by the injected beam# or with 
the semi-aperture of the accelerator? 
The advantage of ~nject1on at high energy is apparent~ if the 
injector supply can deliver the currents desired. It would be 
unfortunate to have an injector system incapable of delivering 
the desired currents l but it would also be frustrating to have 
designed an accelerator which could not accept the injection 
(dJ Or see diagram VI of Adams' paper. l4 
(e)SuCh a radius would permit, for examp~e, attainment of 25 Gev 
in a field of 10,000 gauss (1 weber/M)o 
) ) ~ 
EXAMPLES OF ESTIMATED SPACE-CHARGE LIMITATIONS 
Ro =8650 om~	 lonl = 1.8 
4!l = 0.3 ,cm L1 = 4.0 em 
~ {ma),Kinetic Partioles, Particles,Revolution Charge Charge Total ifEnergy i assuming assuming 
of ft Period Revolution (rna) 6 Rev o 50~  Charge inject 50%jJ- sec (coulombs) (coulombs) ~Coulomb8)  for captureProtons capture 1 Rev 6 Rev 
50 Mev O.31~ 5.76 7.1 x 10-9 1.2 42 x 10-9 13 x 1010 l26x10-6 220 36 3.9 x 1012 
4 Mev O.O9~ 19.7 5.3 x 10-10 0.027 3.2 x 10"""9 1.0 x 1010 SA x 10-8 4.8 0.80 0.3 x 1012 
The computed acceptable charge is rather considerably greater for electrons (which one could 
easily inject at high energy from a linear accelerator of the Stanford type) than for protons of 
the same energy. For injection energies which ~erelat1v1stlc  for electrons and non-
relativistic for protons, the ratio qelectrons/qprotons appears to be approximately 
Total Electron Energy)3 
2 (Proton Kinetic Energy) lElectron Rest -Energyy.... ~

 
or about 5000 for 50 Mev injection. 
-l 
8 
currents which it was planned to attain. Attention should be given, 
moreover, to the avoidance of R.F. voltages which would bunch ~ 
the beam to an extent that space-charge would cause the beam to 
expand. beyond the bounds of the effective aperture. The spaoe-
charge effects appear to be considerably less serious in comparable
electron accelerators. 
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